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Welcome

VacuGraph is a software to readout vacuum measurements from Thyracont vacuum gauges.
VacuGraph can save measurements, plot pressure diagrams for graphical evaluation and
control your application in combination with our vacuum control units. Further VacuGraph
provides an easy way to set the configuration of many Thyracont gauges.

Getting Started with VacuGraph
Thank you for using VacuGraph. Starting the software for the first time, there is some
configuration to do. The following will guide you through the setup of VacuGraph and give a short
example of how to start a measurement.
Configure VacuGraph
On the first start, the First Start Wizard appears to guide you through the configuration of
VacuGraph.
· Welcome

Generally, the following actions will be performed:

·

Connecting devices: Connect the devices you want to use with VacuGraph
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·

Configuring the interfaces: Select interface baud rates

·

Selecting interfaces: Select interfaces to be enabled and used by VacuGraph
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Note: The wizard can be executed at any time via Menu Help Þ First Start Wizard to change
the current configuration.
Activate VacuGraph
For now VacuGraph runs as a restricted light version (see Restrictions in light version for more
information). If you purchased the full version, it is recommended to activate it now. For this
purpose apply Menu Help Þ Activation and enter your key there (see Activation for more
information). Now you are able to use all functions of the software.
Start a measurement
1. In order to start a new measurement connect a device you want to measure with and search
for it by clicking on
.
2. VacuGraph now searches for connected devices

.
The result will be shown in a pop-up information.
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3. As the device was found, you can now open a new measurement plot clicking on

Note: You can make step 2 and 3 also in reversed order.
4. On the left side there is a list of connected device that can be used for measuring.

5. To start a measurement select the device(s)

and click on
.
6. To stop the measurement process use

.
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Introduction

System Requirements
VacuGraph 11 should work on the following platforms:
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows
Windows

XP
Vista - 32/64bit
7 - 32/64bit
8 - 32/64bit
8.1 - 32/64bit
10 - 32/64bit

What is new?
What is new concerning VacuGraph 11:
· VacuGraph is developed completely new from scratch with Qt v5.6.1. Qt is a C++ toolkit for
cross-platform application development. The new VacuGraph is not based on LabVIEW
anymore.
· VacuGraph comes with its run-time libraries in the same folder for the executable (no
installations of external libraries are necessary)
· VacuGraph gets updates from the Internet
· VacuGraph includes a wizard to downgrade or upgrade the firmware of a device
What is new concerning to user interaction:
· completely new user interface with menus, toolbars and a statusbar
· full support for tool tips, information shown in status bar and help system
· user friendly search of transmitter on serial interfaces with multiple baud rates
· drag & drop of saved measurements into the main window of VacuGraph (all files will be
loaded)
What is new concerning to measurements:
· multiple measurements at the same time, each tab represents one measurement
· support for unlimited number of transmitters (depends only on the computing power)
· support of multiple baud rates from 9600 up to 115200baud (depends on the type of
transmitter)
· load and save using the new binary file format *.vgw
· load old text based *.thy file format (former file format)
· export as CSV file with multiple settings for delimiter, decimal delimiter, line break and
character encoding
· export as pixel graphic (BMP, JPG, PNG, TIF)
· export as vector graphic (SVG, PDF)
What is new concerning to the plot:
· interactive plot with multiple tools to analyze and manipulate the data
· default plot settings regarding plot title, plot footer, plot grid and plot legend
· plot title and footer can be enabled/disabled, selectable text, font and color
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

plot legend can be enabled/disabled, selectable alignment, columns, font and colors for text,
border and background
plot grid can be configured independently for x and y axes and each for minor and major grid
in terms of line color, line width and line style
plot magnifier to magnify the plot and measurement data with mouse scroll wheel
plot mover to move the plot to any direction without changing the range for x and y axes
plot zoom to drag a rectangle that should be zoomed
curve tracker to track the pressure values for all curves at a vertical line that is movable by
mouse
curve mover to move a curve horizontal
curve compare to compare multiple curves in one plot (together with the curve mover it's a
powerful combination)
leakage rate and pumping speed calculator

Getting Help
There are three different help levels of which each provides more information:
· Tool Tips
· What's this?
· Help File
How to access help?
The help within VacuGraph can be found at Menu Help or at the Toolbar Help.

Tool Tips
Tool Tips appear at mouse position and provide a very short hint.

What's this?
"What's this?" can be used if you need help about anything you see on your screen.

There are two possibilities to active the "What's this?" mode. From main window click on the
"What's this?" icon (left) or in any dialog window by clicking the question mark left of the "Close"
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button of the dialog window. The mouse cursor changes depending on the content. If a "What's
this?" is available it shows the arrow with a small question mark
. Otherwise it changes to a
red circled backslash sign

.

Status Bar
The status bar at the bottom side of the main window shows information about the current
selected function.
It will show e.g. options that are executed by left or right mouse click.

Restrictions in Light Version
The light version has the following restrictions:
· measurements can't be exported
· measurements can't be saved
· measurements can't be printed
· measurements are limited to 5 minutes
· only one live measurement tab at once

How to Buy Full Version
The full version of VacuGraph 11 can be purchased from Thyracont web shop:
http://thyracont-vacuum.com/products/accessories/vgr-vacugraph-windows-software/
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Activation
To activate the full version of VacuGraph go to Menu Help Þ Activation and enter the key you
got by email there.

Note: The key can be either entered manually or via copy & paste.
To confirm the key click OK.

Update
The VacuGraph software has an update function. To use this feature go to Menu Help Þ
Check for Updates. VacuGraph will connect to our server and check if an update is available. If
there is an update, VacuGraph will give a link to our website where the new version can be
downloaded. The website also displays the release notes to show what has changed since the
last version. After the file has been downloaded start the downloaded setup to update
VacuGraph.
Note: Your program settings will not be overwritten.
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User Interface

1) Menu
· File (New, Open, Save, Save All, Recent Files, Export, Print Preview, Print and Quit)
· Devices (Search Devices, Firmware Upgrade, Device Settings and Readout Datalogger)
· Plot (Zoom To Content, Plot Magnifier, Plot Mover, Plot Zoomer, Curve Tracker, Curve Mover,
Leakage Rate/Pumping Speed Calculator, Compare Curves and Axis Settings)
· Extras (Settings, Default Plot Settings, Visibility of Toolbars)
· Tabs (Close, Close All, Next, Previous, List of open tabs)
· Help (Help, What's this?, First Start Wizard, Check for Updates, Report a Bug, Activation,
About Qt, About VacuGraph)
2) Toolbars
· File Toolbar, quick access to some File Menu and Device Menu functions
· Plot Toolbar, quick access to functions from Plot Menu
· Help Toolbar, quick access to some functions from Help Menu
The buttons are enabled/disabled when the corresponding function is available. If the button is
disabled the function can't be used, e.g. Print is disabled when no plot exists.
3) Reserved area for the plot
This area is reserved for the tabs with a plot showing the measurements.
4) Statusbar
The statusbar is used to show additional information, e.g. mouse or key combinations that are
active during Plot Zoomer.
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Menu
More details about the specific menu entries of VacuGraph.

File

Menu File Þ New...
Open a new tab with an empty plot with the default settings for the plot.
Menu File Þ Open...
Open a file dialog to load a previously saved measurement. It is possible to load two different file
formats:
· *.vgw, VacuGraph Worksheet, the new binary file format for VacuGraph
· *.thy, the text based file format from older VacuGraph versions
Note: You can load measurements also via drag and drop.
Menu File Þ Save...
Open a file dialog to save the measurements of the current selected tab into one single binary
file with the new file format (*.vgw). It is not possible to write the measurement with the old file
format (*.thy). The menu entry is enabled only if you open a new tab and will be disabled if no
tabs exists.
Menu File Þ Save All...
Same as Save, but for all tabs that have unsaved data. For each tab with unsaved data a file
dialog will open to save each tab into one single file. It is not possible to save all tabs into one file.
Menu File Þ Recent Files...
Show a list of previously opened files.
Menu File Þ Recent Files... Þ Clear List
Clear the list of previously opened files.
Menu File Þ Export
Open an export dialog for the current selected tab. This menu entry is enabled when a tab exist
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and will be disabled when all tabs are closed or no tabs exist.
Menu File Þ Print Preview
Open a print preview dialog with the plot of the current selected tab. This menu entry is enabled
when a tab exists and will be disabled when all tabs are closed or no tabs exist.
Menu File Þ Print
Print the plot of the current selected tab with your default printer. This menu entry is enabled
when a tab exists and will be disabled when all tabs are closed or no tabs exist.
Menu File Þ Quit VacuGraph
Quit VacuGraph.

Devices

Menu Devices Þ Search Devices
Search for connected devices at serial interfaces that are enabled in default settings.
Menu Devices Þ Firmware Upgrade Wizard
Downgrade or upgrade the firmware of a device. See Firmware Upgrade Wizard for more
information.
Menu Devices Þ Device Settings
Change the settings for a connected device.
Note: Each device has different settings and parameters. See Device Settings for more
information.
Menu Devices Þ Readout Datalogging Device
The VD8 digital compact vacuum meter can be used as a data logger to store pressure data
during the measurement. Applying this function all logged data will be read out. When the
process has finished, VacuGraph opens a new measurement plot to show the logged data.
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Plot

Menu Plot Þ Zoom To Content
Scales the plot according to the available frame size so that it is completely visible.
Menu Plot Þ Plot Magnifier
Activate the plot magnifier. By using the mouse's scroll wheel you can scale the plot up and
down. Right-clicking automatically scales the plot according to the available frame size so that it
is completely visible again.
Menu Plot Þ Plot Mover
Activate the plot mover to move the plot area without scaling the axes.
Menu Plot Þ Plot Zoomer
Activate the plot zoomer. In order to zoom into a certain area of the plot press and hold the left
mouse button and move the mouse to mark the desired area, visualized by a rectangle. Rightclicking automatically scales the plot according to the available frame size so that it is completely
visible again.
Menu Plot Þ Curve Tracker
Activate the curve tracker. It is a by mouse movable vertical line that displays the current curve
values.
Menu Plot Þ Curve Mover
Activate the curve mover to move a curve vertically. To do so perform a left-click on the curve so
that it gets highlighted and then move the mouse to the left or right.
Menu Plot Þ Leakage Rate/Pumping Speed Calculator
Calculate the leakage rate or the pumping speed of a specific curve.
Menu Plot Þ Compare Curves
Select two or more curves to compare them in a single plot.
Menu Plot Þ Show Absolute Time Axis / Show Relative Time Axis
Display the time as absolute time. / Display the time as relative time.
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Menu Plot Þ Show Linear Pressure Axis / Show Logarithmic Pressure Axis
Display the pressure axis in linear style. / Display the pressure axis in logarithmic style.
Note: A detailed explanation of these functions can be found in Functions.

Extras

Menu Extras Þ Settings
Open the dialog to change the VacuGraph settings. Mainly there are three categories: general
settings, interface settings and measurement settings. Check the VacuGraph Settings
subchapters for a detailed description.
Menu Extras Þ Default Plot Settings
Open the dialog to change the default plot settings. Title, footer, legend and the grid of the plot
can be customized here. See Settings for more information.
Menu Extras Þ Toolbars Þ Show/Hide ...
Show or hide a specific toolbar.

Tabs / Windows
Depending on the program settings plots are either arranged in tabs or windows.

·

Tab View:

Menu Tabs Þ Close
Close the current tab.
Menu Tabs Þ Close All
Close all open tabs.
Menu Tabs Þ Next
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Change the focus to the next tab.
Menu Tabs Þ Previous
Change the focus to the previous tab.
Menu Tabs Þ List
List of currently available tabs. Click on an item to change the focus to this tab.

·

Window View:

Menu Windows Þ Close
Close the current window.
Menu Windows Þ Close All
Close all open windows.
Menu Windows Þ Tile
Arrange windows tiled.
Menu Windows Þ Cascade
Arrange windows cascaded.
Menu Windows Þ Next
Change the focus to the next window.
Menu Windows Þ Previous
Change the focus to the previous window.
Menu Windows Þ List
List of currently available windows. Click on an item to change the focus to this window.
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Help

Menu Help Þ Help
Open this help file in your default web browser.
Menu Help Þ What's This?
Activate the "What's This" mode to show more help using point and click with your mouse (see
Getting Help for more information).
Menu Help Þ First Start Wizard
Show the "First Start Wizard" to guide you through the configuration of VacuGraph at any time
(see Getting Started with VacuGraph for more information).
Menu Help Þ Check for Updates
Check if a newer version of VacuGraph is available (see Update for more information).
Menu Help Þ Report a Bug
Open your default mail software to report a bug (see Report a Bug for more information).
Menu Help Þ Activation
Show the dialog to activate the full version of VacuGraph (see also Activation).
Menu Help Þ About Qt
VacuGraph uses the C++ Toolkit Qt. This will open a short text about Qt.
Menu Help Þ About VacuGraph
Information about this software. Here you can also find the contact details of the software
developer.

Toolbars
The toolbar is divided into three parts: file toolbar, plot toolbar and help toolbar. Each part
provides quick access to certain functions.

·

File toolbar (see File for more information about the specific functions):
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Icons (from left to right):
§ New measurement plot
§ Search devices
§ Open plot
§ Save plot
§ Export plot
§ Print plot preview
§ Print plot

·

Plot toolbar (see Plot for more information about the specific functions):

Icons (from left to right):
§ Zoom To Content
§ Plot Magnifier
§ Plot Mover
§ Plot Zoomer
§ Curve Tracker
§ Curve Mover
§ Leakage Rate / Pumping Speed Calculator
§ Compare Curves
§ Show Absolute / Relative Time Axis
§ Show Linear / Logarithmic Pressure Axis

·

Help toolbar (see Help for more information about the specific functions):

Icons (from left to right):
§ Open help
§ Activate "What's This" mode
Movable Toolbars
It is also possible to change the position of each toolbar and drag the toolbar to your desired
position somewhere around the plot area.
The positions and status of each toolbar will be saved and restored with each new start of
VacuGraph.
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Plot

In the plot area you can see and select connected devices for measurements, start and stop
measurements as well as manipulate the measured data. A detailed explanation of this area and
its functions can be found in Plot.
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Tabs
In tabbed view mode the plots are arranged in tabs. At the bottom of the program window all tabs
are displayed.

This way you can easily switch between different plots by clicking on the appropriate tab. The
currently selected one is highlighted by a colored graph symbol
Double-clicking on a tab opens a dialog to rename the current tab:
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VacuGraph Settings
Here is a detailed explanation of the VacuGraph settings.

General

Display Units:
Here you can change the displayed pressure, leakage rate and pumping speed units used
throughout VacuGraph. There is no need to restart the program after applying a different unit.
View Settings:
Determine how plots should be arranged inside VacuGraph. You can either select a tabbed view
(like e.g. known from current Internet browsers) or a window view where each plot is displayed in
a separate window.
Updates:
Enable/Disable the automatic search for new updates at VacuGraph startup.
Application Language:
Select the language in which VacuGraph should be presented. The chosen language will be
applied after restarting the program.

Interfaces
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In this tab VacuGraph shows a list of active COM ports. You can choose on which ports
VacuGraph should search for vacuum transmitters by enabling/disabling the scan on a specific
COM port. For some devices it is also possible to select the baud rate either automatically or by
hand. See Interface Configuration for more information.

Interface Configuration
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Interface Selection:
Select whether VacuGraph should automatically enable the scan on a specific COM port if a
known Thyracont device is connected and recognized there.
Automatic Baud Rate Selection:
Enable/Disable specific baud rates that VacuGraph should look for on enabled COM ports when
devices are searched.

Measurement
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Measurement Interval:
Define a measurement interval (*) that will be used by default for every measurement. In case
only a few measurements need a different interval, this value can be overwritten in the plot itself.
(*) You can either use the minimum available interval or enter a specific value. Note that the
minimum interval depends on the current bus utilization. The more devices connected on a
single bus, the slower all of them can be read. In case the entered measurement interval is lower
than the currently available minimum interval, the latter will be applied automatically.
Automatic Savings:
Select the time interval after that VacuGraph should automatically cache an active
measurement.
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Plot
This part describes the plot functionality of VacuGraph more detailed.

Overview
Here is a more detailed overview of the plot area.

1) Plot window:
The measured data will be visualized here.
2) Title and footer:
Enter a title and/or footer to describe your measurement. Both can be enabled/disabled. Moving
the mouse over the title/footer field displays a small blue frame around it. Double clicking within
the framed area enables writing mode so that the text can be changed. Furthermore it is
possible to change the font and color of the entered texts. See Settings for more information.
3) Time axis:
The x-axis of the plot represents the duration of a measurement, either in relative (e.g.
00:00:00:00 ... 00:00:05:20 [dd:hh:mm:ss]) or absolute (e.g. 10:05:12:000 Mon 15 Feb 2016 ...
10:10:32:000 Mon 15 Feb 2016 [hh:mm:ss:ms dd.mm.yyyy]) style.
4) Pressure axis:
The y-axis of the plot represents the pressure range of a measurement, either in linear (100) or
logarithmic (1.000 E-02) style. The range can be set manually if you left mouse click on the axis
(it will show a blue rectangle around it).
5) Legend:
Labels the curves of a plot and, if enabled, displays the leakage rate of a curve.
6) List of connected transmitter:
Displays a list of connected devices that can be selected for a measurement. See Transmitter
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List for a more detailed explanation of the available functions.
7) Action bar:

Icons (from left to right):
o Start/Stop measurement
o Change measurement interval: Set how fast you want to receive data from a
transmitter.
o Switch between plot view and table view: Data will be either represented as a curve
(plot view) or a table with numeric values (table view).
o Change current plot settings. See Settings for more information.

Functions
In the following the plot functions will be explained.

Zoom To Content
Zoom to content
completely visible.

scales the plot according to the available frame size so that it is

Plot Magnifier
The plot magnifier
allows to scale the plot up and down at mouse position by using the
mouse's scroll wheel. Right-clicking sets the scaling back to the original state so that the whole
curve is displayed in the plot window. By default the magnifier is enabled. The mouse wheel
magnifies always both axes. CTRL + mouse wheel magnifies the x-axis only and SHIFT +
mouse wheel magnifies the y-axis only.

Plot Mover
activates the plot mover which allows to move the plot area without scaling time and
pressure axis. Press the left mouse button so that the cursor symbol changes from

to

and move the mouse to the desired direction. Right-clicking sets the plot area back to
the original state so that the whole curve is displayed in the plot window.

Plot Zoomer
activates the plot zoomer which allows to zoom into a certain area of the plot. Press the left
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mouse button so that the cursor symbol changes from
to
and
move the mouse to the desired direction. You can see the coordinates of the area to be zoomed
in the small window around the cursor. Right-clicking sets the plot area back to the original state
so that the whole curve is displayed in the plot window.

Curve Tracker
activates the curve tracker that draws a vertical line at mouse position and displays the
current curve value. As no clicking is required simply move the mouse within the plot area to
change the position of the vertical line.

By default the curve tracker is enabled.

Curve Mover
activates the curve mover to move a curve vertically. To select a curve left-click on it so
that its line width gets a bit bigger.
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Now press the left mouse button and move the mouse left or right.

When finished moving left-click somewhere within the area so that the curve's line width is set
back to the original state.

Leakage Rate/Pumping Speed Calculator
activates the leakage rate and pumping speed calculator.
Depending on the pressure slope, the calculator will show the leakage rate or the pumping
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speed:
· positive pressure slope: leakage rate
· negative pressure slope: pumping speed
The next steps will show the usage of the leakage rate:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Load a desired measurement file (if not yet done).
Activate the leakage rate calculator (if not yet done).
Enter the volume of your vacuum chamber in liters.
Within the graph window left-click on the desired curve. A colored rectangle will appear.

5. Move your mouse to the left/right margin of the rectangle until the cursor changes from

to
.
Now press the left mouse button (you will pick up the cursor) and drag it left/right/up/down/
diagonal by using your mouse.
6. The leakage rate / pumping speed will be calculated and displayed in the plot legend.
.

Compare Curves
activates curve comparison. To compare several curves perform the following steps:
1. Load the desired measurement files you want to compare (if not yet done).

2. Activate the curve comparison (if not yet done).
3. Select all the curves you want to compare.
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4. A new plot will open that contains the previously selected curves.

Show Absolute/Relative Time Axis
/
changes the time representation on the x-axis. Time is either displayed in relative
(e.g. 00:00:00:00 ... 00:00:05:20 [dd:hh:mm:ss]) or absolute (e.g. 10:05:12:000 Mon 15 Feb 2016
... 10:10:32:000 Mon 15 Feb 2016 [hh:mm:ss:ms dd.mm.yyyy]) style.

Show Linear/Logarithmic Pressure Axis
/
changes the pressure representation on the y-axis. Pressure is either displayed in
linear (100) or logarithmic (1.000 E-02) style.
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Settings
A plot can be customized in several ways. In general it is possible to either apply changes to only
one plot or to all plots. To customize the current plot use the "Change current plot settings"
button from the action bar in the plot area, otherwise go to Menu Extras Þ Default Plot
Settings to configure the default settings for all plots. The following elements can be adapted:
Title and Footer:

Enable/Disable title and/or footer, enter text, select font and color of the entered text.
Legend:
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The legend's position in the plot and its look can be adapted here.
Grid:

The plot grid consists of multiple vertical and horizontal lines. They can be enabled/disabled as
well as customized in color, width and line style.
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Devices & Measurement
In this part adding devices to VacuGraph will be described in more detail. A short introduction
was already given in Getting Started with VacuGraph.

Add Devices
To add a transmitter perform the following steps (similar to those in "First Start Wizard"):
1. Connect the device to the computer (if not yet done).
2. Click

or go to Menu Devices Þ Search Devices.
VacuGraph will now search for connected devices.

Notes:
· If no interface was selected, VacuGraph will ask you to do so.

·

Hence select the corresponding interfaces (and baud rates if necessary) and repeat step 2.
If you abort the search no devices will be found.

3. The search result will be shown in a pop-up window, no matter if a device was found or not,

e.g.

4. If devices were found you can start new measurements by clicking on

or via Menu File Þ New... .
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Note: The interface settings can be configured at any time via Menu Extras Þ Settings.
· Interfaces: Enable/disable serial interfaces and select their baud rate.
· Interface Configuration: Enable/disable baud rates for automatic baud rate selection and
select whether an interface should be enabled automatically if a known Thyracont device is
connected.

Supported Devices
Vacuum Display and Control Units
· VD6: 1 Channel
· VD9: 1 Channel (Smartline™)
· VD10: 4 Channel (Smartline™)
· VD12: 2 Channel (Smartline™)
Digital Compact Vacuum Meters and Data Loggers
· VD8
Smartline 1 Transmitter
· VSH82: Combination sensor Pirani / hot cathode, high accuracy
· VSM72: Combination sensor Pirani / cold cathode, very robust
Smartline 2 Transmitter
· VSR: Combination sensor Piezo / Pirani, high accuracy
· VSP: Thyracont Pirani, extended measuring range
· VSH: Combination sensor Pirani / hot cathode, high accuracy
· VSM: Combination sensor Pirani / cold cathode, very robust

Transmitter List
On the left side of the plot area there is a list of connected transmitter that can be used for
measurements. Each connected device has its own area in the list, composed of following
elements:

1) Enable/Disable device for a measurement.
This adds the device to the plot and will be measured. If the device has an error before the
measurement was started, this checkbox is disabled.
2) Curve name.
The default name is the name of the transmitter followed by the serial port and address. The
curve name can be changed by left-clicking into the field and entering a new name.
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3) Current pressure value.
Shows the currently measured pressure or any information about the device, e.g. error
messages.
4) Show/Hide curve.
Show or hide the curve that was added to the plot.
5) Device information.
Open a dialog to display information about the connected device, like interface type, interface
name, baud rate, address, type of device, hardware version and firmware version.
6) Device settings.
See Device Settings for more information.
7) Curve color.
Open a dialog to change the color of the curve shown in the plot.
Note: The selected curve color is also represented by the frame around a device and its
functions. In the example above the curve color would be red.
8) Curve settings.
Open a dialog to change the curve look in terms of curve style, line style, line width and curve
symbol. It also grants access to an adaptive data reduction function for curves with a high
number of measurement data.
Note (Adaptive Data Reduction): Sometimes there are measurements over a longer period of
time, in which the measured values only change slightly. In this case it is perhaps not necessary
to keep every measured value. Hence you can apply this operation. Depending on the selected
modulo value, less or more of these specific measured values will not be shown in the plot.
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Firmware Upgrade
It is possible to downgrade or upgrade the firmware of a vacuum transmitter by the help of
VacuGraph. The following explains more detailed how to apply a firmware upgrade.

Firmware Upgrade Wizard
Perform a firmware upgrade or downgrade
1. In order to downgrade / upgrade a transmitter's firmware go to Menu Devices Þ Firmware

Upgrade Wizard.
2. Select the specific device and click Next.
Note: Devices that are shown in the list, but can not be selected do not support this feature.

3. Select an update file. You can either take one from the list or load an appropriate file from

your computer by applying Load Update File. Click Next afterwards.
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4. The next page displays some notes about the upcoming upload. Depending on the device's

·
·
·

current firmware version and the selected firmware file there might be some warnings (red
marked):
Firmware version device < Firmware version selected file: No warning
Firmware version device = Firmware version selected file: Warning
Note: As both firmware version are the same it is not necessary to do an upgrade.
Firmware version device > Firmware version selected file: Warning
Note: Usually a downgrade is not necessary and therefore not recommended. In case you
do a downgrade check the device settings afterwards to make sure everything works as
intended.
When finished reading click Next to start the upgrade.

5. During the upload the current progress is shown.
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Note: Do not power of the computer or transmitter while it is running.
6. When the upload finished successfully you can close the wizard.
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Note: If something went wrong during the upload an error message will be displayed. In that
case it is recommended to run the wizard one more time and repeat the steps 1 to 5.
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Device Settings
There are various devices for different applications. Therefore they also have different settings
which are shown in the following table. Afterwards the individual setting options are described
more detailed. To change the settings of a connected device apply
from the transmitter list or use Menu Devices Þ Device Settings Þ <device>. To apply new
settings always use Write to transfer the changes to the corresponding device.
To restore default settings click Factory Default in the section you want to restore and transfer
the changes to the device by applying Write.

Adjustment
Analog Output Characteristic

VD6 VD81 VD83 VD84 VD85 VD9 VD10 VD12 VSR VSP VSH VSM
X
X
X
X

Cathode Control Mode
Controller Status
Degas
Display Unit
Filament Control
Gas Correction Factor
Logging Mode
Maximum Operating Time
Panel Lock
Relay Settings
Save / Load Profile
Transition Mode
Write / Read

*
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

*

*

*

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

**

**

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
**
X
X

X
X
X
X

**
X

X
X
X
X

* Depending on firmware version.
** Only available on devices with a display, depending on firmware version.

Adjustment
VSR, VSP, VSH, VSM
Occasionally a Pirani sensor needs an adjustment at atmospheric pressure or its lower
measurement range (see also device manual).
Control

Options

Description

Adjust ATM

Reference atmospheric
pressure

Adjustment of Pirani at atmospheric pressure. The
Reference atmospheric pressure value is used for
Adjust ATM. By default it is 1000 mbar and should
be changed to the current atmospheric pressure
when applying Adjust ATM.
Depending on the type of device, you can set the
current reference pressure that should be your current
atmospheric pressure.
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Adjust Zero

Adjustment of Pirani at zero pressure (that means its
lower measurement range).
Depending on the firmware version of your device, you
can adjust your device at the following pressures:
· below 1E-5 mbar
· at 1E-3 mbar
· at 1E-2 mbar
· at 1E-1 mbar
Attention: When you adjust your device at 1E-3 mbar,
1E-2 mbar or 1E-1 mbar the measurement accuracy
will decrease in the lower pressure decades E-3 and
E-4.

Analog Output Characteristic
VSR, VSP, VSH, VSM
Instead of transmitting digital values it is also possible to create an analog signal by means of the
measured data. The output signal can be configured here. Note: This feature is available on all
Smartline transmitter since firmware version 0201.
Control

Options

Description

Analog Output
Characteristics

Characteristic Type

Switch between a linear scale over pressure and a
logarithmic scale over pressure.

Gain

Voltage per pressure decade.

Offset

Offset from zero voltage.

Lower/Upper Bound

Limits the analog output voltage.

Underrange

If the measured pressure drops below the lower
measurement range, the output voltage will be set to
this value.

Overrange

If the measured pressure is higher than the upper
measurement range, the output voltage will be set to
this value.

Error

If any error occurs the output voltage will be set to
this value.

Wizard

Graphical wizard to change the analog output
characteristics.

There is also a graphic wizard to facilitate the setting of the analog output signal.
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Control

Options

Transmitter

Type of Scale

Shows information about the transmitter, its
measurement range and the analog output voltage
that corresponds to the measurement range.
linear
logarithmic

Formula
Parameters

Warning/Error
Voltages

Options

Description

Switch between a linear scale over pressure and a
logarithmic scale over pressure.
Formula to calculate the output signal depending on
gain, pressure and offset.

Gain

Voltage per pressure decade.

Offset

Offset from zero voltage.

Lower/Upper Bound

Limits the analog output voltage.

Error

If any error occurs the output voltage will be set to
this value.

Underrange

If the measured pressure drops below the lower
measurement range, the output voltage will be set to
this value.

Overrange

If the measured pressure is higher than the upper
measurement range, the output voltage will be set to
this value.

Show Values

The corresponding output voltages can be shown or
hidden in the plot.
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Cathode Control Mode
VSH, VSM
Select whether the cathode sensor should be switched on or off (see device manual).
Control

Options

Description

Cathode remains
switched off

Cathode is disabled.

Cathode is controlled
by transducer

Cathode is controlled by transducer.

Controller Status
VD6, VD9, VD10, VD12
Switch the controller on or off (see device manual).
Control

Options

Description

Controller Status

on
off

Switch on or stop controlling.

Degas
VSH
Clean the sensor's anode of residues by heating (see device manual).
Control

Options

Enable Degas

Description
Start the automatic degas function of the hot cathode
sensor.

Since firmware version 0207 it is also possible to select the input logic of the degas signal.

Display Unit
VD81, VD83, VD84, VD85
Switch between different pressure units on the device display (see device manual).
Control

Options

Description

Display Unit

mbar
Torr
hPa

Set the display unit for pressure readings on the
internal display of the device.

VSR, VSP, VSH, VSM (on devices with a display since firmware version 0206)
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Switch between different pressure units on the device display (see device manual).
Control

Options

Description

Display Unit

mbar
Torr
hPa

Set the display unit for pressure readings on the
internal display of the device.

Filament Control
VSH
Select which filament should be applied (see device manual).
Control

Options

Description

Filament Control

Automatically select filament 2 if
filament 1 is broken
Force use of filament 1
Force use of filament 2
Automatically toggle if pressure is
greater than 1 mbar

Gas Correction Factor
VD6, VD83, VD84, VD85
Select a gas correction factor for the Pirani sensor.
Control

Options

Description

Gas Correction Factor Air, CO, He, N2
Ar
CF4
CO2
H2
Kr
Ne
User Defined

For Pirani vacuum transducers whose pressure
reading depends on type and composition of the gas
a correction factor can be entered in order to adjust
the pressure reading.

Pirani

The specific value of the chosen gas correction factor
is shown here, where it can also be edited manually.

Value

VD9
Select a gas correction factor for the Pirani sensor.
Control

Options

Gas Correction Factor User Defined

Description
A gas correction factor can be entered in order to
adjust the pressure reading.
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Note: If VSH82 or VSM72 transducers are connected
to the VD9 the appropriate correction factors must be
set directly at the transducers instead of using the
correction of the VD9 display unit!
Pirani

Value

The specific value of the chosen gas correction factor
is shown here, where it can also be edited manually.

VSR, VSP
Select a gas correction factor for the Pirani sensor.
Control

Options

Description

Gas Correction Factor Air, CO, He, N2
Ar
CF4
CO2
H2
Kr
Ne
User Defined

For Pirani vacuum transducers whose pressure
reading depends on type and composition of the gas
a correction factor can be entered in order to adjust
the pressure reading.

Pirani

The specific value of the chosen gas correction factor
is shown here, where it can also be edited manually.

Value

VSH
Select a gas correction factor for the Pirani and hot cathode sensor.
Control

Options

Description

Gas Correction Factor Air
Ar
C3H8
CF4
CO2
H2
Kr
Ne
CO
He
N2
R12
Xe
User Defined

The pressure reading of Pirani and hot cathode
vacuum sensors depends on type and composition of
the gas. Separate correction factors can be entered
for the Pirani and hot cathode in order to adjust the
pressure reading.

Pirani

Value

The specific value of the chosen gas correction factor
for the Pirani is shown here, where it can also be
edited manually.

Hot Cathode

Value

The specific value of the chosen gas correction factor
for the hot cathode is shown here, where it can also
be edited manually.

VSM
Select a gas correction factor for the Pirani and cold cathode sensor.
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Control

Options

Description

Gas Correction Factor Air
Ar
C3H8
CF4
CO2
H2
Kr
Ne
CO
He
N2
R12
Xe
User Defined

The pressure reading of Pirani and cold cathode
vacuum sensors depends on type and composition of
the gas. Separate correction factors can be entered
for the Pirani and cold cathode in order to adjust the
pressure reading.

Pirani

Value

The specific value of the chosen gas correction factor
for the Pirani is shown here, where it can also be
edited manually.

Cold Cathode

Value

The specific value of the chosen gas correction factor
for the cold cathode is shown here, where it can also
be edited manually.

Logging Mode
VD81, VD83, VD84, VD85
Switch between different data logging modes.
Control

Options

Description

Logging Mode

off

No data logging.

Min/Max

Only the minimum and maximum pressure values are
saved during the measurement.

Trigger

Automatic time interval related to the measurement
changes. If the pressure changes quickly a short
interval is used. If the pressure changes slowly a
higher time interval is used.

Time [s]

User defined time between two logged values.

Maximum Operating Time
VD81, VD83, VD84, VD85
Switch between different data logging modes.
Control

Options

Description

Maximum Operating
Time

on
off

Compact vacuum meters can be operated in auto-off
mode and continuous mode. For continuous mode a
limit for the maximum operation time in hours can be
set in order to save battery power. If on is selected
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enter the limit for the maximum operation time.

Panel Lock
VD6, VD9, VD10, VD12
Lock or unlock the front panel keys of the connected device.
Control

Options

Description

Panel Lock

on
off

Locks or unlocks the keys of the front panel.

Relay Settings
VD6, VD9: 2P
Set switchpoint values to decide when a relay should turn on and off.
Control

Options

Description

Relay Settings

Relay 1

Pressure setpoint 1.

Hysteresis 1

+/- hysteresis for setpoint 1. When the pressure is
lower than setpoint 1 value - hysteresis, relay 1
switches off. When the pressure is higher than
setpoint 1 value + hysteresis, relay 1 switches on.

Relay 2

Pressure setpoint 2.

Hysteresis 2

+/- hysteresis for setpoint 2. When the pressure is
lower than setpoint 1 value - hysteresis, relay 1
switches off. When the pressure is higher than
setpoint 1 value + hysteresis, relay 1 switches on.

Wizard

Graphical wizard to select the setpoints.

Graphic Wizard:
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Control

Options

Description

Setpoint

Value

Pressure setpoint 1 / 2.

Hysteresis Mode

automatic
manual

Select hysteresis mode. Manual allows to change the
hysteresis value below.

Hysteresis

Value

+/- hysteresis for setpoint 1 / 2.

Relay Off Pressure

Shows the pressure at which the relay turns off.

Relay On Pressure

Shows the pressure at which the relay turns on.

Show Setpoint

Show/Hide the setpoint in the plot.

VD6, VD9: 3P
Set switchpoint values to decide when a relay should turn on and off.
Control

Options

Description

Relay Settings

Relay 1

Pressure setpoint 1.

Hysteresis 1

+ hysteresis (for relay 1, e.g. evacuation). When the
pressure is lower than setpoint 1 value, relay 1
switches off. When the pressure is higher than
setpoint 1 value + hysteresis, relay 1 switches on.

Hysteresis 2

- hysteresis (for relay 2, e.g. venting). When the
pressure is lower than setpoint 1 value - hysteresis,
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relay 2 switches on. When the pressure is higher
than setpoint 1 value, relay 2 switches off.
Wizard

Graphical wizard to select the setpoints.

Control

Options

Description

Setpoint

Value

Pressure setpoint 1.

Hysteresis Mode

automatic
manual

Select hysteresis mode. Manual allows to change the
hysteresis values below.

Hysteresis 1

Value

+ hysteresis (for relay 1).

Hysteresis 2

Value

- hysteresis (for relay 2).

Graphic Wizard:

Show Setpoint

Show/Hide the setpoint in the plot.

VSR, VSP, VSH, VSM (firmware version lower than 0206)
Set switchpoint values to decide when a relay should turn on and off.
Control

Options

Description

Relay Settings

Relay 1

Pressure switchpoint 1. When the pressure drops
below this value, relay 1 switches on.
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Hysteresis 1 *

Fixed value of 30%. When the pressure is higher than
switchpoint 1 value + hysteresis, relay 1 switches off.

Relay 2

Pressure switchpoint 2. When the pressure drops
below this value, relay 2 switches on.

Hysteresis 2 *

Fixed value of 30%. When the pressure is higher than
switchpoint 2 value + hysteresis, relay 2 switches off.

Wizard

Grapical wizard to select the switchpoints.

Control

Options

Description

Pressure

Value

Pressure switchpoint 1 / 2.

* Not available here.
Graphic Wizard:

Hysteresis Mode

Fixed value of 30%.

Relay Off Pressure

Shows the pressure at which the relay turns off.

Relay On Pressure

Shows the pressure at which the relay turns on.

Show Switchpoint

Show/Hide the switchpoint in the plot.

VSR, VSP, VSH, VSM (since firmware version 0206)
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Select settings for each relay to decide when it should turn on and off. Note: Not all options are
available on every device.
Control

Options

Description

Relay 1/2

Pressure dependent
switch

Enter values for a specific relay to decide when it
should turn on and off.

Switch on if error

If an error occurs the specific relay turns on.

Switch off if error

The relay is always on and turns off when an error
occurs.

Switch on if underrange If an underrange occurs the specific relay turns on.
Switch off if underrange The relay is always on and turns off when an
underrange occurs.
Switch on if overrange

If an overrange occurs the specific relay turns on.

Switch off if overrange

The relay is always on and turns off when an
overrange occurs.

Switch on if cathode is
on

If the cathode is on the specific relay turns on.

Switch off if cathode is
on

The relay turns off if the cathode is on.

Switch on if cathode
warning *

If a filament is broken the cathode returns a warning
and the specific relay turns on.

Switch off if cathode
warning *

The relay turns off if the cathode reported a warning.

Switch on

Value **

When the pressure reaches this value, the specific
relay turns on.

Switch off

Value **

When the pressure reaches this value, the specific
relay turns off.

* Only on VSH.
** Only available for pressure dependent switch.

Save / Load Profile
Save
Save the current transmitter configuration. Note that the reference atmospheric pressure,
controller status and panel lock will not be saved.
Load
Load a previously saved transmitter configuration. In order to apply the loaded profile use Write
afterwards to transfer the settings to the connected transmitter.
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Transition Mode
VSR
Depending on the transmitter type there is a continuous transition between Pirani and (Piezo /
cold cathode / hot cathode) range whereupon an assimilation of the sensor signals is carried
out. In order to adapt the performance of the transducer to the requirements of the vacuum
process you can select whether there should be a direct switch-over or a transition between the
two sensor ranges.
Control

Options

Description

Transition Mode

No transition

Direct switch at 1 mbar

Continuous

5 mbar to 15 mbar

VSH
Depending on the transmitter type there is a continuous transition between Pirani and (Piezo /
cold cathode / hot cathode) range whereupon an assimilation of the sensor signals is carried
out. In order to adapt the performance of the transducer to the requirements of the vacuum
process you can select whether there should be a direct switch-over or a transition between the
two sensor ranges.
Control

Options

Description

Transition Mode

No transition

Direct switch at 4.0e-04 mbar

Continuous

1.0e-03 mbar to 2.0e-03 mbar

Continuous

2.0e-03 mbar to 5.0e-03 mbar

VSM
Depending on the transmitter type there is a continuous transition between Pirani and (Piezo /
cold cathode / hot cathode) range whereupon an assimilation of the sensor signals is carried
out. In order to adapt the performance of the transducer to the requirements of the vacuum
process you can select whether there should be a direct switch-over or a transition between the
two sensor ranges.
Control

Options

Description

Transition Mode

No transition

Direct switch at 1.0e-03 mbar

Continuous

1.0e-03 mbar to 2.0e-03 mbar

Write / Read
All devices support writing settings to and reading settings from the device by applying the
appropriate buttons in the pop-up window.
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Export
It is possible to export the measured data in several ways: comma separated value (CSV) file,
pixel graphics or vector graphics. The following talks about these three options more detailed.

CSV - Comma Separated Values

Set the output file's formatting:

·

Header:
Select the file's labeling, e.g. column titles and units.

·

Delimiter:
Select how data should be separated.

·

Decimal Delimiter:
Select how decimal numbers should be separated.

·

Line Break:
Select the line break type depending on your operating system.

·

Character Encoding:
Select how the characters should be encoded. Auto is recommended.

·

Options:
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o Include Errors/Warnings: Add an additional column to display errors and warnings
that appeared during measurement.
o Columns Aligned: Align columns for better legibility.

·

Restore Defaults: Revert to predefined settings.

Pixel Graphics

Set the output file's formatting:

·

Format:
Select the file's output format, e.g. BMP, JPG, PNG or TIF.

·

Size:
Select the dimensions of the pixel graphics. You can either use predefined or customized
sizes.

·

Plot:

o Framed Plot: Select whether the plot should be framed or not.
·

Options: Select the line break type depending on your operating system.
o Anti-Alias: Enable/disable anti-aliasing for image improvement.

·

Restore Defaults:
Revert to predefined settings.
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Vector Graphics

Set the output file's formatting:

·

Format:
Select the file's output format, e.g. SVG or PDF.

·

Size:
Select the dimensions of the vector graphics. You can either use predefined or customized
sizes.

·

Plot:

o Framed Plot: Select whether the plot should be framed or not.
·

Restore Defaults:
Revert to predefined settings.
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Print Preview and Print
Apart from exporting measured data to various files, VacuGraph also allows to print a plot. Hence
there are two functions: Print Preview and Print.

Preview
As VacuGraph is able to print plots, there is a print preview dialog to show how the printed plot
will look like.

The dialog contains some additional features:
1) Adjust plot presentation to window size *
2) Zoom in / Zoom out *
3) Plot orientation: portrait or landscape
4) Switch between different page views *
5) Page setup (select orientation, margins), print plot
* Note: This feature does not have any effects on the print output.

Print
The print function opens the operating system's print dialog for selecting a printer and further
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options like number of copies or print colors. Depending on the operating system this dialog may
look different.
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Report a Bug
If you found a bug or if you want to demonstrate anything else you have two possibilities:
1. Use the problem steps recorder (see section below) to record automatically all steps and
actions you do.
2. Write a detailed list of steps to reproduce a bug or that you want to demonstrate.
How to report it back to Thyracont?
1. Choose Menu Help Þ Report a Bug.
Your default mail software opens with an empty mail to info@thyracont-vacuum.com with
some information about your VacuGraph version and your operating system.
Note: If you used the problem steps recorder attach the generated ZIP file.
2. Write an email to info@thyracont-vacuum.com

Note: If you used the problem steps recorder attach the generated ZIP file.
Questions and answers that should be included in every email:
Which VacuGraph version do you use?
What kind of operating system do you use? (see note on operating system)
Additional information about your operating system, e.g. language, 32bit or 64bit.
What kind of Thyracont devices (transmitters or displays) are connected to your PC?
If USB is used, are these devices connected directly to your PC or to an external USB hub?
If you use an external USB hub, is the hub self powered or by PC?
Note: Operating System
Please write the full name of your operating system, e.g. for Windows 7 choose between:
Windows 7 Starter
Windows 7 Home Basic
Windows 7 Home Premium
Windows 7 Professional
Windows 7 Enterprise
Windows 7 Ultimate
Windows Embedded Standard 7

Problem Steps Recorder
The Problem Steps Recorder is a tool that comes with Windows since Windows 7 and can be
used to create a report that shows all steps to reproduce a problem or bug. All user actions are
recorded into a file together with screenshots of your desktop.
How to use the problem steps recorder on Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 and
Windows 10:
1. Click on Start button.
2. Type the following command in the search box and hit Enter afterwards:

psr
The problem steps recorder (psr) will start.
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3. Close all open windows and applications other than problem steps recorder.

Note: Close VacuGraph also.
4. Before you start recording think about the steps that are needed to reproduce a bug or

anything you want to demonstrate.
5. Click the Start Record button in problem steps recorder window.

Now each action that you do will be logged including mouse clicks and screenshots each
time the action has finished.
6. Start VacuGraph.
7. Do all steps that you need to show the bug.
Note: Up to 25 steps will be recorded. If you need more you need to change the settings of
problem steps recorder. Click on down arrow right of the question mark. Click on Settings...
and change Number of recent screen captures to store: from 25 to a maximum of 100.
During the record process you can use Pause Record at any time or use Add Comment to
write some notes.
8. Stop Record if you did all steps to demonstrate the bug or issue.
9. A Save as dialog appears. Enter a filename and the recorded steps are saved into a ZIP file.
You can open the unzipped file with Microsoft Internet Explorer if you want to check what was
recorded.
10. Close problem steps recorder.
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Contact

Thyracont Vacuum Instruments GmbH
Max-Emanuel-Str. 10
94036 Passau, Germany
Phone: +49-851-95986-0
Fax: +49-851-95986-40
Internet: www.thyracont-vacuum.com
Email: info@thyracont-vacuum.com
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